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The specific hybridization of complementary sequences is an essential property of nucleic acids, enabling diverse biological
and biotechnological reactions and functions. However, the specificity of nucleic acid hybridization is compromised for long
strands, except near the melting temperature. Here, we analytically derived the thermodynamic properties of a hybridization
probe that would enable near-optimal single-base discrimination and perform robustly across diverse temperature, salt and
concentration conditions. We rationally designed ‘toehold exchange’ probes that approximate these properties, and
comprehensively tested them against five different DNA targets and 55 spurious analogues with energetically representative
single-base changes (replacements, deletions and insertions). These probes produced discrimination factors between 3 and
1001 (median, 26). Without retuning, our probes function robustly from 10 88888C to 37 88888C, from 1 mM Mg21 to 47 mM Mg21,
and with nucleic acid concentrations from 1 nM to 5 mM. Experiments with RNA also showed effective single-base
change discrimination.

N
ucleic acids are essential biomolecules, encoding and regu-
lating the expression of hereditary information within
living organisms1. The biological importance of nucleic

acids has prompted the use of synthetic nucleic acid probes and
primers for biology and biotechnology, for example, through the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)2, microarrays3–5 and fluorescent
in situ hybridization6,7. Nucleic acids have also emerged as powerful
materials in the field of nanoscale engineering8–13.

The key property of nucleic acids that renders them so useful for
biology, biotechnology and bionanotechnology is the predictable
and specific Watson–Crick hybridization of complementary bases.
However, the thermodynamic gain of many correctly paired bases
can override the thermodynamic penalty of a few mismatches,
and the hybridization of long nucleic acids may be nonspecific
except near the melting temperature.

High-temperature or chemical denaturation is often used to
improve hybridization specificity2,6,7. At high temperatures or
under chemically denaturing conditions, the standard free energy
of hybridization is weaker, and marginally different sequences may
be distinguished based on their binding affinities to a complement.
However, operating near the melting temperature is not always
feasible, such as in the case of a multiplexed system where many
different hybridization reactions must proceed simultaneously.
Additionally, the melting temperature depends on factors such as sal-
inity and nucleic acid concentrations and can be difficult to predict
precisely. Similarly, chemical denaturation weakens Watson–Crick
base-pairing, and is subject to the same potential limitations.

Given the thermodynamic basis for discriminating closely related
nucleic acid sequences near the melting temperature, it is possible
to engineer frustrated complement molecules that hybridize less
favourably to their intended targets than the standard complemen-
tary strands. For example, in molecular beacons14–16, the comp-
lement is flanked by extra bases and natively forms a hairpin
structure. Hybridization to the beacon’s target disrupts the hairpin
structure and is less thermodynamically favourable than standard
hybridization; this allows for higher hybridization specificity17,18.

Other probes have also aimed to reduce the thermodynamic favour-
ability of hybridization19,20, but these are often more complex and
difficult to rationally design with fine control of the thermodyn-
amics. Although beacons and other probes can be systematically
optimized for performance under any particular set of conditions
(such as temperature or salinity)21, a robust hybridization probe
that specifically hybridizes to its intended target across diverse
conditions without retuning would be vastly more useful.

In this Article, we first present a theoretical framework for
the analysis of nucleic acid hybridization specificity and derive
theoretical limits, providing a benchmark for evaluating the
performance of hybridization probes. Next, we analytically derive
probe properties that will ensure near-optimal specificity across
diverse temperatures, concentrations and salinities. Finally, we
present DNA and RNA toehold exchange probes and show that
they experimentally discriminate single-base changes under a wide
range of conditions.

Analytic framework and probe design
Thermodynamics of hybridization specificity. Consider the
hybridization of two complementary nucleic acids, target X and
complement C: XþC � XC. The equilibrium constant Keq¼
[XC]/([X] [C]) can be calculated from the standard free energy DG8,
which can in turn be predicted from the sequences of X and C
(ref. 22). The hybridization yield x ¼ [XC]/([XC]þmin{[X],[C]})
denotes the fraction of the limiting reagent that exists in duplex form,
and can be analytically calculated from Keq and the initial
concentrations of X and C (Supplementary Text S1). More simply, x
can be written solely as a function of the concentration-adjusted
equilibrium constant K ′

eq ; c2DnKeq (Supplementary Text S1), where
c denotes the initial concentration of the limiting reagent and Dn
represents the change in the number of species through the course of
the reaction (21 for bimolecular hybridization). Thus, K ′

eq is a useful
dimensionless metric for evaluating the equilibrium distribution;
when K ′

eq ≫ 1, the hybridization yield x approaches 1, and when
K ′

eq ≪ 1, x approaches 0. The concentration-adjusted standard free
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energy DG ′ ; –RT ln(K ′
eq)¼DG8þ (Dn)RT ln(c) is similarly defined.

Figure 1a plots x versus DG ′ for a standard hybridization reaction.
A hybridization reaction or probe is specific when there is a large

difference between the hybridization yield of an intended target X
and that of a spurious target S (Fig. 1a). Specificity can be quanti-
tated as discrimination factor Q¼ xX/xS, where xX and xS are
the hybridization yields of X and S, respectively.

A fundamental upper bound on Q is prescribed by thermo-
dynamics:

Q , Qmax ; eDDG8/RT

where

DDG8 = DG8 SC( ) − DG8 S( ) − DG8 C( )( )
− DG8 XC( ) − DG8 X( ) − DG8 C( )( )

is the difference in standard free energies of the hybridization reac-
tion for X and S, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is temperature
(see Supplementary Text S2 for analytical proof). To investigate
the limits of performance, here we only consider spurious targets
S that differ from X by a single base. The DDG8 values for all
single-base changes are plotted in Fig. 1c. For a typical DDG8¼
4 kcal mol21 single-base change, Qmax¼ 853 at 25 8C.

Properties of a specific and robust hybridization probe. A specific
and robust hybridization probe should have several functional
properties: (i) high hybridization yield xX for the correct target,
(ii) high discrimination factor Q against spurious targets, (iii)
robustness to target and probe concentrations, (iv) robustness to
temperature and (v) robustness to the chemical composition (for
example, salinity) of the solvent.

There is a trade-off between high x and high Q. For standard
hybridization reactions, we prove in Supplementary Text S2

that as DG ′ approaches þ1, Q approaches Qmax; however, x
also approaches 0. At the melting temperature of XC, DG ′ ≈ 0,
xX¼ 0.5 and Q . Qmax/2 (see Supplementary Text S2 for
analytical proof); this is a good trade-off between specificity
and yield. Hybridization probes that are designed to achieve
DG ′ ≈ 0 (for example, 1 kcal mol21 ≥ DG ′ ≥ 21 kcal mol21) will
similarly exhibit near-optimal specificity and reasonable
hybridization yields.

Concentration robustness requires that hybridization yield x
does not have a dependence on c. Recall that x can be expressed
solely as a function of K ′

eq¼ c2DnKeq (Supplementary Text S1). In
a reaction where Dn¼ 0, K ′

eq and x will be independent of c, and
therefore robust to changes in concentration.

The dependence of x on temperature T is due to the latter’s effect
on Keq:

Keq = e−DG8/RT = e−DH8/RT eDS8/R

Under standard thermodynamic models of DNA hybridization22,
DH8 and DS8 are assumed to be temperature-invariant
(dDH8/dT, dDS8/dT ≈ 0), and x will have no dependence on T
when DH8¼ 0. Hence, a probe that hybridizes to its target with
DH8¼ 0 would be robust to temperature.

The effects of salts in solution on x are also manifested through a
change in Keq. There are two accepted models of the effects of cation
concentrations on hybridization thermodynamics: the ‘Naþ equiv-
alent’ model23 and the ‘tightly bound ion’ model24. In both
models, the effects of cations are assumed to be purely entropic,
and the entropic adjustment terms are functions of N, the total
number of phosphates in double-stranded form. A reaction with
no change in the total number of paired bases (DN¼ 0) is expected
to feature hybridization yields that are unaffected by salt con-
centrations, as long as sufficient cations are present to allow
DNA hybridization.
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Figure 1 | Hybridization specificity of nucleic acids. a, Hybridization yield x plotted against concentration-adjusted standard free energy DG ′ ¼DG8þ
(Dn)RTln(c), where c is the concentration of the limiting species, and Dn¼21 for a standard bimolecular hybridization reaction. At room temperature, the

binding of both the correct target (black dot) and the spurious target (red dot) are thermodynamically favourable and practically indistinguishable. In

contrast, at the melting temperature, DG ′ ¼2RTln((c/2)/(c/2)2)–RTln(c)¼20.41 kcal mol21, the hybridization yield of the correct target is 50%, and much

lower for the spurious target. b, In a hybridization-based assay or reaction, specificity is achieved when a spurious target that differs in sequence from the

correct target by a single base (depicted as the red segment) does not hybridize significantly to the complement. c, The standard free energy difference

(DDG8) caused by a single-base change ranges from 1.83 to 6.57 kcal mol21, and determines the upper bound on the discrimination factor: Qmax ; eDDG8/RT.

(Graphic constructed using thermodynamic parameters by SantaLucia and Hicks22; see Supplementary Text S3 and Tables S1–S5 for detailed numerical

values.) All 64 cases of single-base insertion were modelled to have identical DDG8.
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In summary, a hybridization probe is expected to robustly dis-
criminate single-base changes across concentrations, temperatures
and salinities if it reacts with its reactant with (i) little change in
concentration-adjusted standard free energy (DG ′ ≈ 0), (ii) no
net change in the number of nucleic acid molecules in solution
(Dn¼ 0), (iii) no net change in the standard enthalpy of reaction
(DH8¼ 0) and (iv) no net change in the number of paired
bases (DN¼ 0).

Toehold exchange probe design. We present toehold exchange
probes that approximately satisfy all of the above criteria (Fig. 2).
The hybridization of the probe (PC) to the correct target X is
initiated at the green 5′ single-stranded region of C (known as a
toehold25,26), proceeds through a branch migration process, and is
completed via the spontaneous dissociation of the 3′ base pairs of
C (blue toehold) to release single-stranded protector P (refs 26,27).
The toeholds allow the forward and reverse reactions to proceed
with fast kinetics. Without the toehold, the kinetics of the
displacement reaction would have a half-life of months under
typical experimental conditions (for example, 100 nM DNA,
pH ≈ 8, T ≈ 25 8C, [Mg2þ] ≈ 12 mM). In the presence of the 7 nt
toeholds depicted, the rate constants of the forward and reverse
reactions are up to 1 × 106 M21 s21, corresponding to a half-life
of 10 s (ref. 26).

The blue toehold that spontaneously dissociates is designed to be
similar in length (DN ≈ 0), base composition and thermodynamic
binding strength (DG8, DH8) as the green toehold. Furthermore,
the reaction is bimolecular with two products, so Dn¼ 0 and
DG ′ ¼ DG8. Consequently, this Xþ PC � XCþ P reaction has
DG ′ ≈ 0, Dn ≈ 0, DH8≈ 0 and DN ≈ 0, and is expected to be
rapid and highly specific over a wide range of temperatures, salinities
and nucleic acid concentrations. The standardized conceptual
design and lack of complicated secondary structures (such as
pseudoknots) renders the system quantitatively predictable and
rationally designable. As the toehold exchange probe is a design
approach that depends only on the Watson–Crick pairing property

of nucleic acids, it is generalizable to RNA and other nucleic acids,
such as PNA28 and LNA29.

Experimental results
The experimentally implemented toehold exchange probes (Fig. 3a)
differed slightly from the theoretical construction (Fig. 2). To
distinguish the hybridized products XC and SC from probe PC
based on mobility in a gel, we appended 30 nt poly-T to the 5′

end of protector P. Standard DNA thermodynamics models22,30

predict that this does not significantly change the DG8 of formation
of the probe PC or of the released protector P.

Probe performance. Our first target X was designed to have no
secondary structure. Figure 3a shows its sequence and the
positions of the single-base changes of spurious targets S. The
probe was allowed to react with X or S at room temperature for
1 h before gel electrophoresis (1 h was verified to be sufficient to
allow the reaction to proceed to equilibrium; Supplementary
Fig. S3). Figure 3b shows the native polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE) results for four different probes, labelled
7/0, 7/4, 7/5 and 7/6. Each probe has an initiation toehold of
7 nt, but differs in having a 0, 4, 5 or 6 nt blue toehold that
spontaneously dissociates to release P.

The intensities of the PC, XC and SC bands appear to be directly
comparable: the sum of the PC and XC or SC band intensities in each
lane was roughly conserved across all lanes (6.6% standard deviation,
156 samples, Supplementary Fig. S4B). We believe this is due to both
species having a similar number of double-stranded base pairs, and
the fact that single-stranded nucleotides do not contribute signifi-
cantly to band intensity because of their decreased efficiency of
SybrGold staining. The experimentally observed hybridization yield
of X was calculated as xX¼ {XC}/({XC}þ {PC}), where {XC} and
{PC} denote the band intensities of XC and PC, respectively (xS is
similarly defined). Values of x are plotted in Fig. 3c.

Discrimination factors Q were calculated for each spurious target
(for example, Qm1G¼ xX/xm1G) and are plotted in Fig. 3d. The
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Figure 2 | Toehold exchange probes. a, The toehold exchange probe (PC) consists of a pre-hybridized complement strand C and a protector strand P. The

probe can react with an intended target X to release P and the hybridized product XC. The probe is designed based on the sequence of the target so that the

standard free energy (DG8¼DG ′) of the forward reaction is close to zero. In this example, seven new base pairs (green 5′ toehold of C) are formed, but

seven existing base pairs are broken (blue 3′ toehold of C). For the sequences shown here, mathematical analysis predicts the hybridization yield xX¼0.34

at 25 8C, mimicking hybridization behaviour at close to the melting temperature of XC (Supplementary Text S4). b, Hybridization of a spurious target S with

one base change is less thermodynamically favourable by þ2.97 kcal mol21, and is predicted to have xS¼0.0056. Thus, the discrimination factor Q is

predicted to be 0.34/0.0056¼ 61. For comparison, Qmax for DDG8¼ 2.97 kcal mol21 is 150 at 25 8C.
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7/0 probe did not achieve specificity (Q ≈ 1 for all experiments). In
contrast, the 7/4, 7/5 and 7/6 probes achieved Q values between 2
and 10, 12 and 37, and 5 and 38, respectively.

The experimentally observed x values are plotted in Fig. 3e for
comparison against the x values predicted by the reaction
thermodynamics (thick black sigmoidal line), calculated using
NUPACK software31. Adjusting the predicted DG8 of all reactions
by þ1.5 kcal mol21 significantly improves the agreement between
theory and experiments. This þ1.5 kcal mol21 discrepancy may
represent inaccuracy in the existing DNA thermodynamic predic-
tion tools, specifically regarding the poly-T tail of P (ref. 30).

Theoretically, the 7/6 probes are expected to yield Q values higher
than those of the 7/5 probes. In practice, however, the observed Q was
lower because the xS values for the 7/6 probes were significantly
higher than predicted (values not shown). Oligonucleotide synthesis
errors, which remain despite purification32,33, probably contribute to

spurious hybridization (Supplementary Text S5). For example, a del-
etion at position 12 (from the 5′ end) in the C strand would match the
deletion of ‘d11’, so the corresponding PC molecule would react more
favourably with the ‘d11’ spurious target than with X. Given the low
values of xX observed for the 7/6 probes, a 7/7 toehold exchange
probe (Fig. 3a) would be expected to produce very low hybridization
yield even with the correct target X, and was therefore not tested.

Theory predicts that the hybridization yield x will vary with the
concentration of X or S, and this was experimentally verified
(Supplementary Fig. S5). However, even in a large excess (200×)
of spurious targets, we observed little hybridization to the probe
(xS¼ 0.071, Fig. 3f), and spurious targets do not significantly interfere
with the hybridization of correct targets (Supplementary Fig. S6).

Figure 3g presents PAGE results for a fluorescent probe, in
which C is 3′-functionalized with the ROX fluorophore and P is
5′-functionalized with the Iowa Black Red Quencher (RQ). Upon
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Figure 3 | Experimental demonstration of toehold exchange probes. a, The intended DNA target sequence and the experimental probe system. Outlined in

red are the positions of the one-base changes in various spurious targets. P in the experimental system has a 30 nt poly-T tail at the 5′ end (purple) to help

distinguish it from other species in gel experiments. b, Native PAGE results. PC was prepared with a 2:1 ratio of P to C, and annealed with a 1 mM

concentration of PC. X or S was added to achieve final concentrations of 200 nM target (X or S), 100 nM PC and 100 nM P. Reactions proceeded at 25 8C
for 1 h. Four different probes were tested (for example, the 7/5 probe has a 7 nt green toehold and a 5 nt blue toehold). Middle lanes show the reaction with

different spurious targets S; ‘m’, ‘d’ and ‘i’ denote mismatch, deletion and insertion, respectively (for example, in m11C, the adenine at position 11 from the 5′

end was replaced by a cytosine; see Supplementary Table S7 for sequences). The rightmost lane shows the negative control (PC only). The P band is single-

stranded and stains inconsistently with SybrGold. c, Hybridization yields x inferred from b. xX are plotted as crosses, xS as filled circles. Lines connect x

values for the same target. d, Discrimination factors Q. e, Plot of hybridization yield x versus reaction standard free energy DG8. Values of x are plotted as

crosses and filled circles against the reaction DG8 calculated by NUPACK (Supplementary Text S6)31. The thick black trace shows the expected results from

thermodynamic analysis (Supplementary Text S4). Adjusting all DG8 by þ1.5 kcal mol21 (thin black trace) improves the agreement between model and data.

f, 7/5 probe with a large excess of S (equal mixture of all 11 spurious targets). g, Fluorophore/quencher-labelled probe.
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hybridization to X or S, P is displaced, and the XC or SC complex
fluoresces. This probe does not have a 30 nt poly-T tail on P, but
its fluorophore–quencher interaction thermodynamics also
make the reaction DG8 difficult to predict34. Incomplete quenching
of ROX by RQ caused significant background signal (as demon-
strated by the visible band in the rightmost lane, ‘Control’), which
decreased the quantitation sensitivity of the gel experiments.
However, spectrofluorimeter experiments using these fluoro-
phore/quencher-labelled constructs verified high discrimination
factors at concentrations of 1 and 10 nM (Supplementary Fig. S7).
Additionally, the kinetics of equilibration were observed to be
fast (rate constant 2 × 106 M21 s21, 20 min to completion at 1 nM).

Target sequence generality. To show that toehold exchange probes
yield high hybridization specificity for many if not most sequences,
we tested four additional sets of targets and probes (Fig. 4a). The X2
and X3 targets were the DNA analogues of the let7g and mir155
microRNAs, which have important roles in cancer35. The X4 and
X5 targets were designed with significant secondary structure in
the branch migration region and the green toehold, respectively.
All five systems tested produced hybridization yields in agreement
with theory (Fig. 4b, Supplementary Figs S8–S11). Each system
required a slightly different DG8 adjustment (Fig. 4b, inset).

The discrimination factors Q achieved by the various 7/5 probes
are plotted as a histogram in Fig. 4c. Except for two outliers that
yielded Q ≈ 3 (X2–m17G and X5–m13G), Q ≥ 8 for all systems,
with a median of Q¼ 26. Several spurious targets yielded no obser-
vable (xS , 0.002) hybridization to the probe; these experiments are
displayed as Q¼ 100þ on the histogram. The experimental values
of Q appear to be similar in distribution to the theoretically
predicted Q (Fig. 4d). Thus, the presented toehold exchange mech-
anism reliably separates nucleic acid sequences differing by a single
nucleotide across diverse target sequences.

RNA targets. We next tested an RNA toehold exchange probe
against a synthetic RNA target with sequence corresponding to

the let7g microRNA (Fig. 4e,f ). In this experiment, the XC band
stained less efficiently than the PC band; x and Q were thus
inferred from quantitation of the PC band alone. The
concentrations used are higher than for DNA experiments due to
the low staining efficiency of RNA.

Robustness. Owing to the Dn¼ 0 nature of the toehold exchange
reaction (bimolecular with two products), the probes function
robustly across oligonucleotide concentrations (Fig. 5; see
Supplementary Fig. S12 for 7/4 and 7/6 probe results). We were
not able to accurately achieve DH8¼ 0 and DN¼ 0 (no change in
the number of paired bases) due to the unexpected offset of DG8,
but our 7/5 toehold exchange probes still managed to keep DH8
and DN close to zero and were relatively robust to temperature
and salinity (Fig. 5).

Experiments based on the X1 target and 7/5 probe showed large
discrimination factors for temperatures from 10 8C to 37 8C, sali-
nities from 1.15 mM Mg2þ to 47.2 mM Mg2þ, and oligonucleotide
concentrations from 30 nM to 5.3 mM (Fig. 5; Supplementary
Figs S12–S14), with median Q¼ 34 for the X1 7/5 probe across
conditions. Fluorescence measurements further verified that the
toehold exchange probes effectively discriminate single-base
changes at concentrations down to 1 nM (Supplementary Fig. S7).

Discussion
We have demonstrated that rationally designed toehold exchange
probes achieve high hybridization specificity across a wide range
of temperatures, salinities and oligonucleotide concentrations. The
7/5 probes achieve a median discrimination factor of Q¼ 26
against single-base-changed spurious targets, and perform robustly
across all conditions tested. For comparison, analysis of our toehold
exchange probes predicts a median Q of 87, and the theoretical limit
of the median is Qmax¼ 343. The decreased performance may be
attributed to (i) oligonucleotide synthesis impurities that lead to
increased hybridization yield for spurious targets, (ii) inaccurate
literature values of mismatch, bulge and dangle thermodynamics,
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within a set. Systems in Fig. 3 are referred to as X1. (See Supplementary Figs S8–S11 for detailed results.) c, Distribution of observed Q for all 7/5 probes (55

data points in total). Owing to the limitations in quantifying gel band intensities, it was not possible to consistently measure Q values above 100 (see

Methods). Median observed Q was 26. d, Comparison of observed Q and Q predicted based on DDG8 values (Supplementary Text S6). e, RNA target and

probe. The target sequence is the RNA analogue of the X2 DNA system shown in a, and is identical to the human let7g microRNA. f, Native PAGE results. PC

was prepared with a 2:1 ratio of P to C and annealed at [PC]¼ 3 mM. X or S was added to achieve final concentrations of 2mM X or S, 1mM PC and 1 mM P.
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and/or (iii) limitations in quantitating hybridization yields less than
0.2%. However, the discrimination factors experimentally achieved
here are superior to previous hybridization probes (reported
median Q ≤ 13; ref. 19).

Previously, double-stranded probes have been used for single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection in an in vitro
setting36,37. However, these probes do not include the construction
of the blue toehold that needs to dissociate spontaneously to
release the protector, and hence spurious targets bind to the
probes with strong thermodynamic favourability. Thus, these
probes discriminate nucleic acids on a single-base level using
initial kinetics, rather than thermodynamics. An equilibrium-
based probe functions robustly regardless of secondary structure
(frequent in natural nucleic acids), whereas kinetics of hybridization
and strand displacement reactions depend sensitively on secondary
structure32,38. To improve the specificity of the toehold-mediated
strand displacement systems, previous works used competing
sequences with perfect complementarity to the spurious targets
to remove the spurious targets from solution36,37. In contrast, our
method does not require a priori knowledge of the position or
identity of the single base change.

Immediate applications of the toehold exchange probes arise in
biotechnological methods that rely on the specificity of nucleic
acid hybridization, such as microarray analysis3,4, fluorescence
in situ hybridization6,7, SNP detection39 and so on. Enzyme-based
amplification methods, such as rolling circle amplification40 or
PCR, can also benefit from methods to improve specificity; for
example, double-stranded toehold exchange primers may improve
the PCR yield in ‘high background’ systems or in highly multiplexed
systems where primer mis-hybridization may be a significant
concern. Finally, branch migration and strand displacement-based
synthetic nucleic acid nanodevices have been demonstrated to
function within living cells41,42; toehold exchange probes may also
potentially find use there.

Methods
DNA oligonucleotides. The DNA and RNA oligonucleotides used in this study
were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). DNA oligonucleotides
shorter than 50 nt in length were purified by IDT using high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), and DNA oligonucleotides 50 nt or longer were purified
by IDT using PAGE. RNA oligonucleotides underwent RNAse-free HPLC by IDT.

Standard buffer conditions. Individual DNA oligonucleotides were resuspended
and stored in tris-EDTA (TE) buffer (10 mM Tris.HCl pH balanced to 8.0, with
1 mM EDTA.Na2, purchased as 20× stock from Invitrogen) at 4 8C. Directly
preceding experiments, TE buffer with 62.5 mM MgCl2 was added to the sample at a
ratio of 1:4, achieving a final MgCl2 concentration of 12.5 mM. Because 	1 mM of
the Mg2þ is chelated by the EDTA present in solution, the free concentration of
Mg2þ is estimated to be 11.5 mM.

Probe preparation. The probes always consisted of two strands, the protector and
the complement. In all experiments, the probe was prepared by adding a 2×
excess of protector to the complement in 1 × TE/Mg2þ buffer, and the solution
was then annealed from 92 8C to room temperature over 70 min. Other
experiments not displayed have shown that annealing was not necessary for
probe formation.

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Native PAGE was used to evaluate
hybridization yield. All experiments shown used data from 10% native PAGE. The
gel solutions were prepared from 40% 19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide stock
(J.T. Baker Analytical) in 1 × tris-acetate-EDTA buffer (TAE)/Mg2þ solution, and
cast in 1.5-mm-thick plastic gel cassettes (Invitrogen).

Native loading dye containing xylene cyanol-FF (Sigma Aldrich) in 50% glycerol
was added to all samples, achieving a final glycerol concentration of 10% by volume.
Most gels were run at 25 8C using Novex Mini-cell chambers (Invitrogen) at 100 V
for 90 min. For the temperature studies presented in Supplementary Fig. S12, the
10 8C sample was run at 100 V for 120 min in a 10 8C water bath and the 37 8C
sample was run at 100 V for 70 min in a 37 8C water bath.

After running, gels containing DNA were stained with SybrGold stain
(Invitrogen) for 25–45 min. The gel containing RNA was stained with SybrGreen II
stain (Invitrogen) for 30 min.

Gel quantitation. Gel band quantitation, used for inferring reaction completion,
made use of a Typhoon FLA 9000 gel imager. ImageQuant TL software (GE
Healthcare) was subsequently used to perform band detection, background
subtraction and band quantitation. Owing to the limitations of the gel imager, bands
showing hybridization yields below 0.2% could not be consistently quantified (due to
the SybrGold background). The hybridization yield of the correct product (for 7/5
experiments) varied between 20% and 70%; consequently, the limit for the
discrimination factor Q varied between 100 and 350. To prevent reader confusion
regarding different Q limits for different systems, we opted to proceed with the
lowest of these numbers (100), rounding down all observed Q greater than 100 to be
‘100þ’. See Supplementary Fig. S4 for further details on gel band quantitation.

Standard free energy calculations. NUPACK31 was used to calculate the standard
free energies of the DNA strands and complexes. NUPACK uses a number of
different parameters in its calculations; our selection of these values is detailed and
justified in the following.

The temperature was set to 25 8C (the temperature at which experiments were
performed). Salt concentration was set to 0.05 M Naþ and 0.0115 M Mg2þ. In fact,
the experimental concentration of Naþ was 0.002 M, but 0.05 M Naþ was the lowest
value that NUPACK allowed. However, as Mg2þ acts as the main counterion, it is
likely that this difference does not significantly change the standard free energies.
The ‘dangles’ parameter was set to ‘some’, although setting it to ‘all’ would yield
identical results because there were no instances of coaxial stacks in any structures.

Time-based fluorescence studies. Kinetic fluorescence measurements were
performed using a PTI QuantaMaster40 spectrofluorimeter and Hellma
Semi-Micro 114F spectrofluorimeter cuvettes. The excitation wavelength was
set to 584 nm and the emission wavelength to 602 nm, consistent with the
properties of the ROX fluorophore. Slit sizes were set at 5 nm for all
monochromators. An external temperature bath maintained a reaction
temperature of 25+1 8C.
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